indicated with some certainty by the comparison of photographic and photovisual magnitudes, it is of interest to find it appearing as the result of an entirely different method of investigation.
The absence of faint white stars is known to be a characteristic of other regions as well,3 but it must not be inferred that such objects are not to be found anywhere in the sky. In Selected Area No. 88, for example, in one of the outlying clouds of the Milky Way, photographs by the exposure-ratio method indicate that the stars of the 14th or 15th magnitude are nearly normal in color and thus include a considerable number of objects that are white. Mr. Shapley has also accumulated evidence of this sort in connection with his study of clusters.
1 These PROCEEDINGS 2, 1916, (521-525) .
2Astroph. J., Chicago, Il., 39, 1914, (361-369) ; [Mt. Wilson Contrib., No. 81].
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Ibid., 40, 1914, (187-204) , 42, 1915, (92-119) , (120) (121) (122) (123) (124) (125) (126) (127) (128) (129) (130) (131) (132) 16, 1916 For the local stream-trenching and the resultant terracing of the higher zones of those long uniform slopes which so often spread out from the foot of desert mountain ranges there is an explanation very much simpler than any of the numerous ones yet offered. It has the advantage of being in strict accord with the regular and ordinary phases of erosional action which'recent critical observation shows to be now at work as vigorously and as effectively as they have been in any past period. It is, in effect, nothing more than a reiteration, ina somewhat new form to be sure, of the old law of parsimony which forbids the unnecessary multiplication of explanatory elements and agencies.
In all late physiographical writings in which the term bajada is used it is unfortunately misconstrued. Spanish-speaking Americans do not seem ever to have given the title so broad a meaning as that sometimes attached to it. If the name is to remain a useful geographical term of description it should be allowed to retain something of its original significance, and should be restricted in its application to the steeper slopes of the desert piedmonts. Without that where a yawning chasm had been was again as smooth as the rest of the plain, and the wing-dams also had melted down into the general evenness of the desert's surface. For several years, until it was finally replaced by an earthen grade, travelers were wont to express great wonderment at the possible utility of so fine a steel bridge resting on the smooth sands of the desert plain.
The Socorro arroyo, in central New Mexico, presents another pertinent case. There is water running in the shallow wash once or twice a year, the supply coming off the lofty Magdalena peak 20 miles away. For many years this arroyo, which divides the town of the same name, has given the residents an infinite amount of trouble. That its 2% grade really produces torrential conditions when the waters do run is indicated by the fact that the arroyo-bed is composed largely of pebbles and boulders, many of the latter attaining a size of 2 feet. In order to obviate the yearly inconveniences of flooding it was determined, a few years ago, to divert the channel 4 miles above the town. This change of course was accomplished by cutting a narrow trench from the bed of the water-way through its bank to a point some 50 yards to one side, where the general plain was slightly lower than the bed of the wash at the head of the ditch. A low dam was thrown up obliquely across the arroyo by piling up boulders from the bed. The theory was that the first water coming down the wash would flow out the ditch, or spill-way, and there would soon cut a deep channel; and that eventually this would carry away all of the future flood-waters. Results more than fulfilled expectations. The first time the dry creek became a brook there was trenched in a single night a chasm 50 feet deep for a dis. tance of more than a mile down the slope of the plain. The materials from the great artificial canyon spread out over the railroad tracks 3 miles away to a depth of 7 feet and to a width of half a mile, necessitating the rebuilding and raising of the grade for a distance of several miles. These two illustrations might be infinitely repeated.
Observations such as these demonstrate beyond a shadow of doubt that whenever around the desert ranges there are alluvial fans, or accumulations of unindurated deposits, it is possible at any time for profound and rapid dissection to take place through means of the copious but infrequent storm-waters. The recent notes of C. L. Baker, A. C. Trowbridge and others on the eastern slopes of the Sierra Nevada, amply confirm these conclusions. Since, however, the restricted areas in which the latter investigations were undertaken lie at the foot of lofty ranges and border a region of moister climate the action of running waters is more nearly normal than in the Great Basin proper. Yet, in the interior of the latter the same phenomena are also well displayed. Around the southern rim of one remarkable desiccated Las Vegas, in southern Nevada, in the low Spring, Newberry and Eldorado ranges, the bajada is frequently dissected and terraced in a singular manner. So extensive is it that it may be clearly distinguished even at a distance of 10 or a dozen miles. Dissection and terracing are also everywhere apparent around the region of the excessively dry basins of Death valley, the Armagosa plains and the Mojave desert.
In this connection there is one circumstance which not only A. C. Trowbridge and C. L. Baker appear to have overlooked, but likewise F. L. Hess, J. E. Spurr, G. K. Gilbert, H. W. Fairbanks and other earlier writers. In the descriptions of the terrestrial deposits the origin of the latter is ascribed entirely to water-action. No account seemingly is taken of possible assistance of wind-action in piling up locally these masses of debris. Photographs of the region, which the authors named reproduce, display unmistakable signs of plenty of windwork. On this point direct personal observation is even more conclusive. In the building up of the so-called alluvial fans and of the bajada when composed of fine materials the winds appear to be the controlling power. Arroyo-waters seem mainly to be merely modifying agents, supplying some coarse rock-waste from the mountains, but largely locally turning back the materials brought in up-grade from the lowland plains. The effects simulate the alluvial fans of humid regions; but they are not by any means their exact counterpart.
After the lower reaches of the canyons, immediately before they debouch upon the plains, become over-filled in the course of a few months or a few years, with the wind-driven sands and dusts and are eolicly aggraded they are readily dissected and even terraced by the first appearance of heavy storm-waters on the mountains. For accomplishing these results the time-element is certainly not so interminably long as has been commonly supposed. 27, 1916 Continuing the investigation of the apparent dependence of the position of the solar apex upon proper motion as derived from radial velocities,1 apices have now been derived from the proper motions
